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from the applicants to evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of the
proposals to select the most feasible
proposals that will enhance the
Agency’s chances in accomplishing the
objective. The information will be
utilized to sustain and modify RHS’
current policies pertaining to the
construction of modest housing.
Description of Respondents: Business
or other for-profit; not-for-profit
institutions; individuals or households;
State, local or tribal government.
Number of Respondents: 25.
Frequency of Responses:
Recordkeeping; reporting: On occasion.
Total Burden Hours: 2,000.
Sondra Blakey,
Departmental Information Collection
Clearance Officer.
[FR Doc. 04–20384 Filed 9–8–04; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Agricultural Research Service
Notice of Intent To Grant Exclusive
License; Correction
AGENCY:

Agricultural Research Service,

USDA.
Notice of Intent To Grant
Exclusive License; correction.

ACTION:

SUMMARY: The Agricultural Research
Service published in the Federal
Register of August 11, 2004, a Notice of
Federal Invention Available for
Licensing and Intent to Grant Exclusive
License to Nutrition 21, Inc., of
Purchase, New York, to U.S. Patent
6,689,383, ‘‘Chromium-Histidine
Complexes as Nutrient Supplements.’’
The notice was inadvertently published
as a Notice of Availability and
referenced the incorrect issue date for
U.S. Patent 6,689,383, ‘‘ChromiumHistidine Complexes as Nutrient
Supplements.’’ The corrected Action is
Notice of Intent to Grant Exclusive
License, and the correct issue date for
U.S. 6,689,383, ‘‘Chromium-Histidine
Complexes as Nutrient Supplements’’ is
February 10, 2004.
DATES:

October 12, 2004.

Send comments to: USDA,
ARS, Office of Technology Transfer,
5601 Sunnyside Avenue, Room 4–1174,
Beltsville, Maryland 20705–5131.

ADDRESSES:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Blalock of the Office of Technology
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Transfer at the Beltsville address given
above; telephone: (301) 504–5989.
Michael D. Ruff,
Assistant Administrator.
[FR Doc. 04–20351 Filed 9–8–04; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3410–03–P

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Food Safety and Inspection Service
[Docket No. 04–013N]

Humane Handling and Slaughter
Requirements and the Merits of a
Systematic Approach To Meet Such
Requirements
Food Safety and Inspection
Service, USDA.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

SUMMARY: All livestock establishments
are required to meet requirements in the
Humane Methods of Slaughter Act
(HMSA), Federal Meat Inspection Act
(FMIA) and implementing regulations.
FSIS believes a systematic approach is
beneficial in meeting these requirements
and through this notice is encouraging
livestock slaughter establishments to
use a systematic approach to humane
handling and slaughter to best ensure
that they meet the requirements of the
HMSA, FMIA, and implementing
regulations. With a systematic approach,
establishments focus on treating
livestock in such a manner as to
minimize excitement, discomfort, and
accidental injury the entire time they
hold livestock in connection with
slaughter.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Lynn Dickey, Ph.D., Director,
Regulations and Petitions Policy Staff,
Office of Policy, Program and Employee
Development, Food Safety and
Inspection Service, Cotton Annex
Building, 300 12th Street, SW., Room
112, Washington, DC 20250–3700; (202)
720–5627.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

The HMSA, the FMIA, and FSIS
Regulations on Humane Handling and
Slaughter of Livestock
The HMSA of 1978 (7 U.S.C. 1901 et
seq.) requires that humane methods be
used for handling and slaughtering
livestock. The HMSA provides that two
methods of slaughter and handling are
humane. Under the first humane
method, all livestock are rendered
insensible to pain by a single blow or
gunshot or an electrical, chemical, or
other means that is rapid and effective,
before being shackled, hoisted, thrown,
cast, or cut. Under the second humane
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method, slaughtering is in accordance
with the ritual requirements of the
Jewish faith or of any other religious
faith that prescribes a method of
slaughter whereby the animal suffers
loss of consciousness by anemia of the
brain caused by the simultaneous and
instantaneous severance of the carotid
arteries with a sharp instrument.
In the HMSA, Congress found ‘‘that
the use of humane methods in the
slaughter of livestock prevents needless
suffering; results in safer and better
working conditions for persons engaged
in the slaughtering industry; brings
about improvement of products and
economies in slaughtering operations;
and produces other benefits for
producers, processors, and consumers
which tend to expedite an orderly flow
of livestock and livestock products in
interstate and foreign commerce.’’
The HMSA is referenced in the FMIA
(21 U.S.C. 603) and is implemented by
FSIS humane handling and slaughter
regulations found at 9 CFR part 313. The
FMIA provides that, for the purposes of
preventing inhumane slaughter of
livestock, the Secretary of Agriculture
will assign inspectors to examine and
inspect the methods by which livestock
are slaughtered and handled in
connection with slaughter in
slaughtering establishments subject to
inspection (21 U.S.C. 603(b)). Therefore,
establishments must meet the humane
handling and slaughter requirements in
the regulations the entire time they hold
livestock in connection with slaughter.
The Reason FSIS is Issuing This Notice
at This Time
FSIS is issuing this notice because
there has been considerable
congressional and public interest about
the humane treatment of animals, and
because the number of humane
handling noncompliance incidents
documented by FSIS in establishments
has increased over the last three years.
In recent years, Congress has taken
various actions to strengthen USDA’s
resources and to ensure that the agency
enforces the humane handling and
slaughter provisions of the HMSA and
the FMIA. In 2001, Congress provided
funds for the agency to enhance
verification and enforcement of humane
slaughter practices. In response, FSIS
created the position of District
Veterinary Medical Specialist (DVMS)
in each of the FSIS district offices. The
DVMSs are the primary contacts for all
humane handling and slaughter issues,
and they are the liaisons between the
district offices and headquarters. They
are responsible for on-site coordination
of nationally prescribed humane
slaughter procedures and verification of
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humane handling activities, as well as
for disseminating directives, notices,
and other information related to the
HMSA.
In a recent congressional conference
report for fiscal year 2003
appropriations (House Conference
Report. No. 108–10 (2003)), the
conferees directed the United States
Government Accountability Office
(GAO) to review and report to the
appropriations committees on the scope
and frequency of humane slaughter
violations and to provide
recommendations on the extent to
which additional resources for
inspection personnel, training, and
other agency functions are needed to
properly regulate slaughter facilities.
In response to this congressional
request, GAO analyzed the scope and
frequency of humane handling and
slaughter noncompliance incidents
documented by FSIS inspection
program personnel and found that the
number of documented records for
noncompliance incidents increased
from January 2001 through March 2003.
Similarly, the number of noncompliance
records documenting relatively minor
violations increased as well. FSIS
attributed the increase in part to the
enhanced awareness of humane
handling and noncompliance
documentation requirements on the part
of the FSIS inspection program
personnel (based in part on the efforts
of the DVMSs).
In addition to this congressional
interest, FSIS has received over 20,000
letters from the public (individuals,
consumer organizations, and animal
welfare organizations) over the last few
years expressing concerns regarding the
humane treatment of livestock. Public
interest regarding the humane treatment
of livestock continues to be high.
FSIS has sought to demonstrate its
commitment to humane handling and
slaughter by taking a number of actions
in addition to creating the position of
DVMS. The Agency issued FSIS Notice
50–02, ISP Procedure Code for Humane
Slaughter in November 2002. This
Notice directs FSIS veterinarians and
FSIS inspection program personnel to
document violations of humane
handling requirements on a
Noncompliance Record (NR) using a
procedure code that was created solely
to document violations of humane
handling and slaughter requirements.
Use of this code is allowing the Agency
to more accurately document, track, and
address violations of the HMSA.
In November of 2003, the Agency
issued a directive to all FSIS inspection
program personnel that provides
specific, detailed information about
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requirements of the HMSA to ensure
that verification and enforcement are
clearly and uniformly understood. In
June 2004, FSIS issued a FSIS Notice to
provide FSIS inspection program
personnel with clarification regarding
what information they are to record in
Humane-handling Activities Tracking
(HAT) under the Electronic Animal
Disposition Report System (eADRS),
and to remind them about the
information that they are to include on
NRs issued for humane handling
noncompliances.
A Systematic Approach to Humane
Handling and Slaughter
Establishments need to implement
and maintain a systematic approach to
humane handling and slaughter to best
assure compliance with the HMSA,
FMIA and implementing regulations. To
develop and maintain a systematic
approach to meet the humane handling
and slaughter requirements,
establishments should:
(1) Conduct an initial assessment of
where and under what circumstances
livestock may experience excitement,
discomfort, or accidental injury while
being handled in connection with
slaughter and, except for establishments
conducting ritual slaughter, where and
under what circumstances stunning
problems may occur;
(2) Design facilities and implement
practices that will minimize excitement,
discomfort, and accidental injury to
livestock;
(3) Evaluate periodically their
handling methods to ensure they
minimize excitement, discomfort, or
accidental injury and, except for
establishments conducting ritual
slaughter, evaluate periodically their
stunning methods to ensure that all
livestock are rendered insensible to pain
by a single blow; and
(4) Improve handling practices and
modify facilities when necessary to
minimize excitement, discomfort, and
accidental injury to livestock.
In the first step of a systematic
approach, establishments should
conduct an assessment of where
handling and stunning problems may
occur. Establishments should consider
such factors as (1) whether the
movement of livestock is done with a
minimum of excitement and discomfort
to the animal and at a suitable pace, (2)
whether the particular livestock’s
genetics, instincts, and behavior are
taken into account in the handling of
livestock in the establishment, (3)
whether electric prods and other
implements are used as little as possible
to move animals within the
establishment, (4) whether animals have
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access to water, (5) whether there is
sufficient room in the holding pens for
animals that are held overnight, (6)
whether training is provided for
establishment personnel in the
appropriate and proper use of restraints
and prods, and (7) whether potential
weather and climatic conditions of the
locale, especially for disabled livestock
in the establishment, will lead to the
inhumane treatment of animals.
Establishments should also assess the
stunning method used for its
effectiveness in rendering animals
immediately unconscious and to ensure
that animals are being properly stunned
before being slaughtered.
Establishments should also assess the
training for establishment personnel in
the appropriate use of stunning and
slaughtering equipment.
In the second step of a systematic
approach, establishments should
determine if they are in compliance
with the regulatory requirements by
analyzing whether (1) the pens,
driveways, and ramps are designed and
maintained to prevent injury or pain to
the animals,(2) the pens are free of loose
boards or openings, so that the head,
feet or legs of an animal will not be
injured, (3) the floors of pens, ramps,
and driveways are constructed so that
an animal is not likely to fall (e.g., using
cleated or waffled floors or sand on the
floors), and (4) driveways are designed
so that sharp turns or sudden reversals
of direction are minimized, so that they
are not likely to cause injury to the
animals.
In the third step of a systematic
approach, establishments should
evaluate periodically their handling
methods to ensure that their employees
are in fact minimizing excitement,
discomfort, or accidental injury to
livestock. Establishments should also
periodically evaluate their stunning
methods to ensure that they are working
effectively to render all animals
insensible to pain by a single blow.
If an establishment finds evidence of
a problem during the first three steps of
the evaluation process, it should follow
step 4 of the systematic approach and
improve its handling practices or
modify its facilities to minimize the
excitement, discomfort, or accidental
injury to livestock.
(Some of the factors recommended
above are based on information from Dr.
Temple Grandin—see the references at
the end of this Notice).
When conducting the four
recommended steps outlined above,
establishments should consider all
factors relevant to humane handling and
slaughter requirements for the entire
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time that livestock is held in connection
with slaughter.
Through a systematic approach,
establishments that do not conduct
ritual slaughter will best ensure that
their stunning methods render all
livestock insensible to pain by a single
blow. In addition, FSIS is
recommending the systematic approach
discussed above because it ensures that
establishments take into account any
new conditions in the establishment
that warrant changes to facilities or
existing handling or slaughter
procedures.
FSIS has included a list of references
that may assist establishments in
considering means of assessing or
improving their handling and slaughter
procedures.
Additional Public Notification
Public awareness of all segments of
rulemaking and policy development is
important. Consequently, in an effort to
ensure that the public and in particular
minorities, women, and persons with
disabilities, are aware of this notice,
FSIS will announce it on-line through
the FSIS web page located at http://
www.fsis.usda.gov.
FSIS also will make copies of this
Federal Register publication available
through the FSIS Constituent Update,
which is used to provide information
regarding FSIS policies, procedures,
regulations, Federal Register notices,
FSIS public meetings, recalls, and other
types of information that could affect or
would be of interest to our constituents
and stakeholders. The update is
communicated via Listserv, a free e-mail
subscription service consisting of
industry, trade, and farm groups,
consumer interest groups, allied health
professionals, scientific professionals,
and other individuals who have
requested to be included. The update
also is available on the FSIS web page.
Through Listserv and the web page,
FSIS is able to provide information to a
much broader, more diverse audience.
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Done at Washington, DC on September 3,
2004.
Barbara J. Masters,
Acting Administrator.
[FR Doc. 04–20431 Filed 9–8–04; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3410–DM–P

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Forest Service
Centennial Salvage Timber Sale;
Caribou-Targhee National Forest,
Fremont and Clark Counties, ID
Forest Service, USDA.
Notice of intent to prepare an
environmental impact statement.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

SUMMARY: The Forest Supervisor of the
Caribou-Targhee National Forest gives
notice of the agency’s intent to prepare
an environmental impact statement for
the Centennial Salvage Timber Sale. The
project area is located in the Centennial
Mountains twenty-eight miles north of
Ashton, Idaho. Information gathered
from forest health specialist
assessments, field and remote sensing
reconnaissance, and the 1997 Targhee
National Forest Revised Forest Plan,
identified several concerns within the
Douglas-fir, aspen, and whitebark pine
forest community types within the
Centennial Salvage Timber Sale project
area. These concerns include: A large
amount of forest stands moderately to
highly susceptible to the Douglas-fir
beetle and western spruce budworm;
large areas of tree mortality due to the
Douglas-fir beetle; and the decline of
aspen and whitebark pine forest
communities. The Ashton/Island Park
Ranger District proposes to use
intermediate commercial treatments on
approximately 5,210 acres on forest
stands that are moderately to highly
susceptible to Douglas-fir beetle and
western spruce budworm and
prescribed fire on 718 acres of high
elevation forest where whitebar pine is
present. Intermediate commercial
treatments include the following
silvicultural methods: Commercial
thinning, sanitation, salvage, and
improvement cutting treatments.
Commercial thinning, sanitation,
salvage, and improvement cuttings
would be used separately or in
combination with each other, to reduce
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the risk and susceptibility to Douglas-fir
beetle and western spruce budworm,
recover economic value of dead and
dying trees, and maintain and enhance
aspen. Yarding systems for commercial
harvest would use ground based logging
equipment (tractors, rubber tired
skidders, etc.). Prescribed fire would be
used to remove encroaching shade
tolerant conifers and stimulate natural
regeneration of whitebark pine and
aspen. Approximately 19.7 miles of
existing Forest Service system roads and
38 miles of temporary roads would be
used for timber harvest activities. The
majority of temporary roads would be
constructed using existing forest
nonsystem road prisms. All temporary
roads would be obliterated after timber
harvest use. All timber harvest related
activities would occur from December
15th to April 1st to remove
overwintering Douglas-fir beetle and
minimize disturbance to grizzly bears.
DATES: Comments concerning the scope
of the analysis must be received by
September 30, 2004. The draft
environmental impact statement is
expected February 2005 and the final
environmental impact statement is
expected June 2005.
ADDRESSES: Send written comments to
Centennial Salvage Timber Sale, c/o
Tom Silvey, Ashton/Island Park Ranger
District, P.O. Box 858, Ashton, Idaho
83420. Comments can also be
electronically mailed (in Microsoft
Word or .rtf format) to: commentintermtn-caribou-targhee-ashtonislandpark@fs.fed.us.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tom
Silvey, Interdisciplinary Team Leader,
Ashton/Island Park Ranger District, P.O.
Box 858, Ashton, Idaho 83420.
Telephone: (208) 652–7442.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Using
information gathered from forest health
specialists assessments, field and
remote sensing reconnaissciance, and
the Revised Forest Plan for the Targheee
National Forest, Forest Service
personnel found several concerns with
the Douglas-fir, aspen, and whitebark
pine forest community types. These
included:
• Approximately 42% (12,659 acres)
of the forested acres in the project area
are moderately to highly susceptible to
the Douglas-fir beetle. Currently, within
and around the project area, there is a
Douglas-fir beetle and western spruce
budworm epidemic. An examination of
aerial flight and high resolution satellite
imagery taken in 2003, identified
approximately 2,200 acres of high
mortality in the large mature Douglas-fir
due to the Douglas-fir beetle. There is a
high risk of losing substantial amounts
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